
who have online classes will still 
be able to access their classes 
via the school website during the 
downtime, according to District 
Information Services.

Although Orange Coast College 
computers will still have Internet 
access, DIS warns that the backup 
link being set up will have less 
bandwidth, resulting in slower 
Internet connection.

According to Salas, the most im-
portant factor to the whole process 
is effectively warning people about 

the situation.
“We have put up red warning 

signs across the campus to let peo-
ple know about the downtime,” Sa-
las said. “Inevitably we’ll hit some 
students who slipped through the 
cracks, but that can’t be helped.”

Although the district is moving 
the servers at an inconvenient time 
for some, it can’t always be helped, 
Salas said.

“Obviously any downtime will 
be an inconvenience,” Salas said. 
“There really is no best time to 
move the servers.”
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‘Shelter Me’ From the Cold World
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MYOCC: Site will temporarily shut down.

With all the attention Skid 
Row in Los Angeles gets, it can 
slip the mind of Orange County 
residents that homelessness is 
an issue present in their own 
backyards. 

The issue is being addressed 
by a group of Orange Coast 
College film students who are 
taking part in a documentary 
called “Shelter Me.”

The documentary is the final 
project for Film 265, Elec-
tronic Field Production, taught 
by Bob Lazarus. The film 
revolves around a benefit CD 
that will cost $15. The CD also 
called “Shelter Me,” features 
local songwriters and musi-
cians singing original songs 
that touch upon homeless 
issues. The CD has 13 tracks 
some of which are written by 
homeless people. 

“This group has embraced 
this project,” Lazarus said. 

Lazarus’ class was divided 
into groups of about nine in the 
beginning of the semester and 
each group picked a topic they 
wanted to get behind.

“I was blown away by the 
students’ enthusiasm,” part 
time OCC English instructor 
Scott Hays said. 

Hays was the person who 
proposed the idea for “Shelter 
Me” to Lazarus’ class. Hays 
and the Friendship Shelter in 
Laguna Beach became the 
clients and the students acted 
as the production company. 

According to its website, the 

Friendship Shelter provides 
housing, meals, and a variety 
of supportive services for 31 
homeless people for up to 60 
days at no charge. 

“The idea for this CD and 
documentary originated in 
my head,” Hays wrote in an 
e-mail. “I then approached the 
Friendship Shelter, but they’re 
actively involved with distri-
bution and marketing.”

Lazarus takes proposals 
from outside the class  because 
students are used to coming up 
with their own ideas. Lazarus 
says it will be different in the 
real world.

“When they get out and get 
jobs, it won’t be that way,” he 
said. “They will have produc-
ers, directors, and clients they 
will have to work for.”

The documentary no longer 
becomes just a final project 
students were doing for a 
grade, students had to directly 
deal with a client. While Hays 
provided $150 for tape stock 
and the guidelines, Lazarus 
said the students did every-
thing including setting up in-
terviews, times and locations. 

“We listened to the songs 
and realized this is something 
we wanted to do,” Tim Jansen, 
the 26-year-old co-producer 
and co-director of the docu-
mentary said. “It is inspiring 
no matter where you are in 
your life.”

The inspiration the students 
involved felt was apparent to 
Lazarus who commented that 
he could especially see the 
spark in one of the students. 

Lazarus said he understood 
the student’s passion when he 
learned he had been homeless 
for about six months. 

One student took it a step 
further when getting b-roll, 
which is described by Lazarus 
as footage of homeless people 
in downtown Santa Ana.

“He (the student) was getting 
b-roll at midnight in down-
town Santa Ana going down 
alleys with a $5,000 camera,” 
Lazarus said. 

The class gave the students 
the opportunity and luxury of 
having a large crew, specific 
gear, and four high-end cam-
eras to work with. The group 
of students producing the film 
could be seen outside the Film 
Department eager to head 
down to Laguna Beach and 
get footage.

Lazarus believes the stu-
dents were drawn to the project 
because they knew there was 
a life for it outside the class-
room. 

“This is exactly the kind of 
programming KOCE-TV looks 
for and I am even considering it 
for film festivals and a student 
Emmy,” Lazarus said. 

Hays said there is a story 
to tell and it is the students’ 
job to tell that story the best 
that they can. 

“It’s hard to believe some-
one like that is a real person,” 
Jansen said about Holland a 
homeless man in his late 60s. 
“When he leaves it is not like 
he is walking off the set to go 
home. He’s not going back to 
anything.”

According to Hays, Hol-
land is the one who inspired 
the whole concept. Holland 
wrote a track on the CD 
called “Ain’t it a Wonderful 
Life.”

The song is haunting with 
lyrics like “It must be love. 
Must be what it’s all about. 
I’ve been living out of my 
car for so long, I forgot what 
it could be like. 

Myles O’Grady, 24, the di-
rector/producer of the docu-
mentary describes Holland 
as a person who has been 

through life on all levels. 
“He had a lot of experi-

ences in his life, but music 
wise he has met a lot of great 
people,” O’Grady said. “I 
can imagine him as the type 
of person who toured around 
with bands in the 60s.”

The topic of their project 
along with the people they 
met captivated the group so 
much so that they are even 
shooting music videos for 
two of the songs on the CD.

Another song called “Rebel 
without a Dime,” by Holland is 

just as poignant. It addresses the 
homelessness first-hand. The 
power of music is undeniable 
and while it speaks to Holland’s 
character that he is a songwriter 
the lyrics somehow make it 
easier to begin to imagine what 
his life might be like. 

“It makes you pay attention 
to the person on the corner,” 
Jansen said. “They aren’t just 
a person holding a sign. They 
have a story and it is never what 
you’d expect.”

BY ARINE DEKERMENJIAN
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Film students document 
recording by homeless artists.

The CD will be available June 8 at 
FriendshipShelter.org and local retailers.

PROFILING: Faculty members and students at Coast address race issues.

“Racism is a part of the world 
today,” 18-year-old undecided major 
Elizabeth Morales said. “It’s good that 
this was brought up because it seems 
students don’t talk about this.”

Though this was the focus of 
the discussion, the actual content 
branched off into related tangents 
and touched upon other forms of 
discrimination.

The panelists spoke about their 
backgrounds and shared an experi-
ence in which they were subjected 
to the broad generalizations of racial 

profiling. 
In one instance, Rendell Drew, 

a black social science instructor at 
Coast, said he was discriminated by 
the fraternal order of police for what 
he called DWB—driving-while-
black. According to Drew, his profes-
sion, the articulate representation of 
himself, none of it appeared to be as 
substantive as the color of his skin to 
the officer that day.

In his speech, Drew emphasized the 
importance of education in the effort 
to discredit stereotypes. 

As the last speaker, Gonzalez pre-

sented a historical analysis pertaining 
to the century-old influx of Mexicans 
into the U.S. He posits that the U.S. 
has been historically complicit in the 
displacement of many of the individu-
als who have crossed the border. 

The discussion concluded with an 
involved and spirited question and 
answer segment. 

“The best thing that came out of this 
is that people came up and expressed 
themselves,” Tezcatlipoca said. “In 
that way, I think the event was suc-
cessful.”
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